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Abstract. We show for JET and ASDEX Upgrade, based on Thomson-scattering

measurements, a clear correlation of the density limit of the tokamak H-Mode high-

confinement regime with the approach to the ideal ballooning instability threshold at

the periphery of the plasma. It is shown that the MHD ballooning parameter at the

separatrix position αsep increases about linearly with the separatrix density normalized

to Greenwald density, ne,sep/nGW for a wide range of discharge parameters in both

devices. The observed operational space is found to reach at maximum ne,sep/nGW ≈
0.4-0.5 at values for αsep ≈ 2-2.5, in the range of theoretical predictions for ballooning

instability. This work supports the hypothesis that the H-Mode density limit may be

set by ballooning stability at the separatrix.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa
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1. Introduction

Operation of tokamaks with H-Mode [1] characteristics and at high densities is generally

foreseen for future fusion power plants [2]. Here we show for JET and ASDEX Upgrade

H-Mode plasmas, based on Thomson-scattering measurements, a clear correlation of the

density limit of the tokamak H-Mode high-confinement regime with the approach to

the ideal ballooning instability threshold at the periphery of the plasma. Based on the

prediction of the tokamak scrape-off layer width by an empirical scaling [3], over a wide

range of magnetic field, plasma current, heating power, and machine size the measured

value of the ballooning-scaled dimensionless pressure gradient, α (see e.g.[4]), rises about

linearly with the separatrix (edge) density normalized to the Greenwald value[5], until it

reaches the ideal stability limit of α ≈ 2 - 2.5, where confinement degrades and H-Mode

characteristics are terminated. This generally occurs at about 0.8 - 0.9 of the line-

averaged Greenwald density limit [5] for conventional L-Mode and Ohmically-heated

plasmas[6].

Fluid computations put forward by Rogers et al.[7] showed resistive ballooning is

strongly unstable at high edge collisionalities and identified this already in 1998 as a

possible cause of density limits in tokamak operation. Extensive experimental work

by LaBombard et al. shortly thereafter established that connection via the critical

role of α in the edge region for the ballooning instability [8]. Subsequent work by

the same authors [9, 10] did report a clear relation between the ballooning parameter

and the an edge collisionality parameter, also consistent with Rogers work. BOUT

calculations by Xu [11] supported these observations. Further notable are observations

where analysis of experimental data showed that the frequency and amplitude of blob

shedding increases as the density is increased [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. An increasing level

of filamentary transport at high densities was also recognized in H-Mode density limit

studies in ASDEX Upgrade to be correlated to a degradation of confinement and a back

transition to L-Mode conditions [17].

Though the underlying physics has been well-investigated, a first principles, self-

consistent, predictive theory is not yet revealed. Our work suggests the separatrix

density, normalized to the Greenwald density[5], as the central parameter for the onset

of the H-L back transition and gives a quantitative description for a critical edge density,

well in line with a large data base from JET and ASDEX Upgrade presented here. The

idea here is to use the (empirical) scaling of the power width measured at the divertor

target and to show proportionality to the SOL scale lengths at the separatrix position.

This strategy was first outlined, though with some more coarse assumptions, by applying

the heuristic drift-based model[18]. Our finding could constitute an important advance

for further studies and in practise operating tokamaks at high density. This may help

to improve the economic practicality of fusion power production. This becomes clear

when recalling that in a nuclear fusion power plant, a moderate increase of 10% in

the core density would result in about 30% increase of the net electrical power output

[19]. Of similar importance is the access to detached plasma conditions to meet the
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Ip/MA Btor/T qcyl Psep/MW fGW
JET-ILW 1.0-2.5 1.0-2.5 2.6-4.4 2-15 0.5-0.9

JET-C 1.5-3.5 1.5-2.8 2.4-3.2 3-12 0.7-0.9

W-AUG 0.6-1.2 1.8-2.5 2.5-6.2 1-14 0.4-0.9

+Pellets 1.04 2.5 3.3 5 1.0-1.3

# 34613 0.82 2.5 4.5 9 0.7 -1.0

# 34971 0.82 2.0 3.9 5 0.6 -0.9

Table 1. Discharge parameters of analysed plasmas.

requirements of power exhaust, which scales strongly with the achievable density at the

separatrix position. An increase of the separatrix density in a reactor would decrease

quadratically the necessary impurity concentration to reach high scrape-off-layer (SOL)

radiation fraction and hence further enlarge its operational range [20, 21, 22].

2. Experimental methodology

Our data base contains plasma discharges from ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) with full-

W plasma facing components. The JET data base is a subset of the data that were

used for the empirical scaling work for the power width with carbon walls (JET-

C)[3], their comparison discharges in ITER-like wall (JET-ILW) [23] and for which

Thomson Scattering data in the SOL during inter-ELM periods is of sufficient quality

for determining the SOL Te and ne decay length. All plasmas consist of deuterium

as the main ion species and have, except where noted, H-Mode confinement factors of

H98y,2 ≥ 0.75. The data base covers a large operational range for both machines and

is summarized in Table 1.

The ballooning parameter for the separatrix position, αsep, is written as

αsep =
Rq2cyl

B2
tor/2µ0

· psep
〈λp〉

(1)

with µ0 the magnetic vacuum permeability, psep the plasma pressure and 〈λp〉 the

poloidal averaged pressure decay length at the separatrix position. The toroidal

magnetic field is denoted as Btor, the cylindrical safety factor as qcyl, the plasma current

as Ip and the major radius as R (RJET=2.95m, RAUG=1.65m). The power crossing

the separatrix, Psep, is calculated by subtracting the radiated power from the heating

power. The Greenwald density is defined as nGW = 1014 · Ip
πa2

[m−3] [6] and the Greenwald

density fraction as fGW = nav./nGW with nav. being the line averaged density.

Earlier studies using Thomson Scattering data in ASDEX Upgrade [24] show a

correlation between the density and temperature decay lengths at the separatrix position

λT ≈ 2
3
· λn[24]. It was also shown that λT ≈ 7

2
· λq , with λq being the power fall-off

length, by comparing outer mid plane and divertor scaling [3]. The pressure decay

length is given by λ−1p = λ−1T + λ−1n . The ratios between the various decay lengths are
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thus

λq ≈
2

7
λT ≈

4

21
λn ≈

1

2
λp (2)

In Fig.1 an example of temperature and density fall-off estimation for each device is

shown. The results for the JET data base are λp/λq ∼2.1, λT/λq ∼3.7, λn/λT ∼1.5,

and hence well in line with the measurements at AUG. Figure 2 shows the ratio between

λp (from Thomson Scattering) and λq (from the power width scaling[3]) versus the

separatrix density normalized by the Greenwald density. It should be noted that λp/λq
shows no correlation with the normalized separatrix density.

To derive the separatrix pressure, psep and the pressure fall-off length, λp at the mid

plane we use the same method as in AUG [24]. However, note that for JET no magnetic

mapping was applied as the Thomson diagnostic in JET measures at the outer mid

plane and the magnetic configuration is kept constant[25]. Data are taken in between

ELMs, representing 50-95% of the ELM cycle time for about one second during flat

top phase. To estimate the separatrix position we apply the model by Stangeby [26] to

estimate the electron temperature, Te,sep, there (typically ≈ 100eV, Te = Ti).

Te,sep ≈
(

7

4

Psep · Lc
κe0 · ASOL

) 2
7

(3)

We use a for the minor radius and κgeo for the plasma elongation. The connection

length, Lc from the outer mid plane region to the divertor is Lc = π qcylR. The effective

area, ASOL writes as ASOL = 4π R〈λq〉 · 〈Bpol〉
Btor

with 〈λq〉 as the poloidally averaged power
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Figure 1. Mid plane profiles measured by Thomson Scattering. The separatrix

location (blue) and decay lengths (red) are shown. (AUG:# 32291, Ip=0.8MA,

Btor=2.5T, Psep=4MW, JET:# 82448, Ip=2.0MA, Btor=2.1T, Psep=5MW)
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Figure 2. Ratio of the pressure and divertor heat flux decay length vs the separatrix

normalized to the Greenwald density.

fall-off length. Using κ̂ = ((1 + κ2geo)/2)0.5 , A = R/a , qcyl = Btor

〈Bpol〉
· κ̂
A
, 〈Bpol〉 = µ0Ip

2πaκ̂
and

κe0 being the Spitzer-Härm electron heat conduction constant (κe0 = 2000 (eV)−
7
2 Wm−1)

we rewrite Eq.3 as

Te,sep ≈
(

7Psep q
2
cylA

16κe0 κ̂ 〈λq〉

) 2
7

(4)

3. Separatrix ballooning parameter

In order to verify if the proximity to a critical value of αsep explains the H-Mode density

limit we plot in Fig.3 the separatrix density ne,sep normalized by the Greenwald density,

nGW , versus the ballooning parameter, αsep. The values of αsep are calculated by

inserting the mid plane parameters ne,sep, Tsep, λn and λT , assuming Te = Ti. Fig.3

shows an about linear relation between ne,sep/nGW for αsep ≤2. Remarkably, data from

machines a factor of nearly two different in major radius, over a range of a factor of

three in plasma current and magnetic field, as well as a factor of over ten in heating

power fall together on this curve. In discharge #34613 (AUG) strong gas puffing was

performed, without cryopumping. Both the line averaged and separatrix density reach

very high values. The back transition to the L-Mode is observed at about ne,sep/nGW ≈
0.5 and at H98y,2 ≤ 0.75. The back transition from H- to L-mode is correlated with a

reduction of the radial electric field in the confinement region close to the separatrix,
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Figure 3. Ballooning parameter, αsep calculated from Thomson data, versus the

normalized separatrix density ne,sep/nGW .

estimated by ∇Ti/(en), dropping below the critical value of about 12 kV/m [27]. This

possible mechanism for the H-L back transition is well in line with the previously

mentioned work of increased filamentary transport and consecutive flattening of the

edge profiles[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], since the reduction of ∇Ti/(en) leads

to the reduction of the electric field in the vicinity of the separatrix.

Fig.4 displays the normalized separatrix density versus the Greenwald density

fraction, nav./nGW . All discharges (except pellet injected) are fueled by gas puffing. The

highest values for ne,sep/nGW are only achieved at high Greenwald density fractions and

hence the H-Mode density limit is only observed at ne,av./nGW ≈ 0.8−0.9. Pellet fueled

discharges have proven that the Greenwald density fraction can exceed unity[28]. Fig.3

shows that for a pellet injected H-Mode plasma αsep ≈ 0.6 and ne,sep/nGW ≈ 0.2 whilst

ne,av./nGW ≈ 1 − 1.25 is measured not violating the H-Mode density limit mechanism

proposed here. Discharge #34613 and #34971 presumably develop along the upper

range of the data base for ne,sep/nGW due to the absence of pumping. In general the

variation of the ratio between the separatrix and line averaged density reflects the large

operational condition the data base represents. For example data from JET operation

with carbon plasma-facing components are observed to reach high line averaged density

and simultaneous low edge density.
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Figure 4. The normalized separatrix density, ne,sep/nGW , versus the normalized line

average density, ne,av./nGW .

4. Critical separatrix density

The concept of the ballooning limit was originally derived for closed field lines. Ricci[29]

and Halpern [30] provided formal support for the extension of their turbulence models

onto open field lines. The instability arises because under conditions of high collisionality

when average minimum B stabilization fails - parallel dynamics cannot compensate drive

from bad curvature regions through connection to good curvature.

The critical value for α in circular plasmas is given by 0.6s [4], and the shear, s,

in the scrape off layer should be close to 2, since the currents are small. Early local

calculations indicated a linear dependence on elongation [31]. Numerical calculations of

global stability by Bernard et al. [32] gave αcrit ≈ κ1.2geo (1 + 1.5 δ) ≈ 2.5 for typical

triangularities in the data base of δ = 0.2. Mauel [33] reported αcrit ≈ 2.2 for

κgeo = 2. Numerical calculations by Makowski for DIII-D, just inside the separatrix,

give αcrit ≈ 2.5[34].

Thus, a critical separatrix density, ncrite,sep is defined when the ballooning parameter

divided by αcritsep reaches unity. Setting psep = 2ncrite,sep Tsep, (Te = Ti = Tsep) gives

αsep
αcritsep

=
R · q2cyl · 2µ0 · 2ncrite,sep Tsep

αcritsep ·B2
tor · 〈λp〉

≈ 1 (5)
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Approximating 〈λp〉 ≈ 2〈λq〉 and Tsep by Eq. 4 we get

ncrite,sep ≈
αcritsep

2µ0

(16κe0κ̂

7A

) 2
7 B2

tor

P
2
7
sep ·R · q

18
7
cyl

· 〈λq〉
9
7 (6)

An accurate empirical scaling for JET and AUG H-Mode plasmas for λq at the

outer mid plane is

λq[mm] = 0.73B−0.78tor q1.2cyl P
0.1
sep R

0.02 (7)

with Psep in units of [MW] and λq in [mm] [3]. We rewrite the scaling using [W] and

[m] and set the exponents for Btor and qcyl as multiples of 1/9 (Note: (7/9)/0.78=0.997,

(11/9)/1.2=1.019). We ignore the exponent in R. The power width at the outer

mid plane, λq, and the poloidally averaged power width, 〈λq〉, are correlated as

λq = 0.55 ± 0.05 · 〈λq〉 for all used data here (see Eq.9 in [3]). Correspondingly we

calculate C〈λq〉 = 0.73 · 10−3 · (0.55)−1 · (106)−0.1 = 3.33 · 10−4 in units of [mT7/9W−1/10]

and rewrite the scaling as:

〈λq〉[m] = C〈λq〉 ·B
− 7

9
tor · q

11
9
cyl · P

1
10
sep (8)

Inserting Eq.8 into Eq.6 gives

ncrite,sep ≈
αcritsep

2µ0

(16κe0κ̂

7A

) 2
7 B

2
tor(C〈λq〉B

− 7
9

tor q
11
9
cylP

1
10
sep)

9
7

P
2
7
sep ·R · q

18
7
cyl

(9)

which reduces to linear terms for Btor and qcyl

ncrite,sep ≈ C
9
7

〈λq〉
αcritsep

2µ0

(16κe0κ̂

7A

) 2
7 · P−

11
70

sep ·
Btor

R · qcyl
(10)

By identifying

Btor

µ0 ·R · qcyl
=

Ip
2π · a2 · κ̂2

(11)

we rewrite Eq.10 as

ncrite,sep ≈ C
9
7

〈λq〉
αcritsep

4

(16κe0
7A

) 2
7
κ̂−

12
7 P
− 11

70
sep ·

Ip
πa2

(12)

Inserting the values for κe0, C〈λq〉, the Greenwald density and expressing κ̂ in terms of

κgeo leads to

ncrite,sep ≈ 5.9 · αcritsep · A−
2
7

(1 + κ2geo
2

)− 6
7
P
− 11

70
sep · nGW (13)

For typical parameter in JET and AUG like κgeo = 1.7, A = 3 and Psep = 5 · 106W this

results in

ncrite,sep ≈ 0.21 · αcritsep · nGW (14)

By setting αcritsep = 2.0− 2.5 we find in line with the data

ncrite,sep ≈ 0.42− 0.53 · nGW (15)

The ion and electron temperature and fall-off lengths were assumed here to be similar,

which should be reasonably well fulfilled for ne,sep/nGW ∼ 0.4− 0.5.
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5. Conclusion

The MHD-normalized pressure gradient at the separatrix, αsep, in both ASDEX Upgrade

and JET is measured, using high-resolution Thomson scattering, to rise linearly with the

separatrix density normalized to the Greenwald value. These normalized data gather

together into a single curve over a wide range of plasma parameters, consistent with

earlier predictions based on the heuristic drift-based model[18]. When αsep reaches

∼ 2 − 2.5, consistent with the theoretically predicted onset of ballooning modes,

confinement degrades and the density limit of the H-Mode is found.

Dedicated studies need to follow aiming at direct observation of ballooning or

related modes at the plasma edge, for high values of ne,sep/nGW . Our results indicate

that if shallow pellet injection, as planned for ITER, increases the ratio of ne,av./ne,sep
compared with gas fueling, it would allow higher average normalized density operation,

and so higher performance, in ITER. This should be explored experimentally on existing

devices. The empirical scaling for the power width, so far, does not include shaping

effects like elongation and triangularity. This topic should be addressed in dedicated

heat flux studies. The critical separatrix density is found to scale (as αcrit ∝ κgeo) with

ncrite,sep ∝ κgeo (1 + κ2geo)
−6/7, and hence appears to be almost independent of elongation

for typical values of κgeo in tokamaks. This finding should be challenged e.g in TCV

with its large capabilities for plasma shaping. Further experiments should study the

effect of high triangularity, which is observed to allow for higher Greenwald density

fractions before confinement degradation is observed[35, 36], for the critical separatrix

density. The power dependency on the critical separatrix density is found to be very

weak, broadly consistent with the finding of Huber at JET[36] and Petrie at DIII-D[37]

when comparing the line averaged density normalized to Greenwald with heating power.

However, it should be noted that the Psep in Eq.13 represents the power crossing the

separatrix in type-I inter-ELM periods, as it was used for the empirical power width

scaling[3]. Further analysis is needed to extent the proposed scaling e.g. to heating

power or ELM averaged power crossing the separatrix.

Generally, our suggestion for understanding of the density limit in H-mode plasma

may open up the possibility of innovation to improve tokamak fusion power systems. We

finally note that the possible connection between the back transition from high to low

confinement conditions, known as the H-Mode density limit, and the disruptive density

limit in L-Mode plasmas requires further studies.
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